Power of The Hands with Illustrations
By: Shaykh Hisham Al-Kabbani

Holy Quran 67:1

{ 67th Attribute for Allah is Ahad, Ayat Rasuls 1st Name is Muhammad {s}

Blessed be He in Whose hands is Dominion; and He over all things hath Power;

Secret of The 1 One

Make ablution.

It means ablution is the opening for every sickness to be cured. If you don’t have ablution, your effect of curing that disease will be minimal.

Holy Quran Hadid: 57:12.

One Day shalt thou see the believing men and the believing women- how their Light runs forward before them and by their right hands: (their greeting will be): "Good News for you this Day! Gardens beneath which flow rivers! to dwell therein for aye! This is indeed the highest Achievement!"

First step

To Wash

[intention] niyyat.

Washing hands... up to wrist

Then you clean between the fingers and intersect the fingers with the fingers, coming like this, the right thumb on the left and the left thumb on the right.

a) First you are using 10 fingers. 10.
b) 10 is the power of computer, energy, zero and 1.
c) It is 10, one and zero.

You wash the hands and in between the hands (fingers). That energy that Allah taught programmers is coming from hands. So they are channeling it in computers now, and you are seeing all the miraculous power that the computer can do.

d) So if the computer can do that, it represents 1 and 0, have that great power, they channeled into the computer to do magnificent work.

e) They channel that energy to heal. They use it without knowing why. They don't know the Islamic aspect. The Islamic aspect is that the one and zero, and that I why you see if you open your hands and draw a line [connecting the fingertips] you form a circle.

f) So when you begin with the hands, rubbing them, when washing them and rubbing them to activate them, that is sign of 1 and zero, and you being to activate the process of what codes Allah has given us thru the hands, you being to activate them.

To activate that power

Allah is telling us that I am activating your powers from the 99 Beautiful Names and Attributes that I have stamped in your hands.

a) Rubbing you use to produce fire two sticks. Rubbing produces energy. So rubbing the hands produces energy.

Holy Qur'an: 48:10 ....
The Hand of Allah is over their hands: then any one who violates his oath, does so to the harm of his own soul, and any one who fulfils what he has covenanted with Allah,- Allah will soon grant him a great Reward.
The water prevents the energy from going out, it freezes it why the Silah al-mumin al-wudu. [the weapon of the believer is ablution] As soon as you rub, that creates energy and by rubbing under water that keeps the energy in the body to be released later. When we rub our hands we are preparing energy to keep it and to save for use against the enemy.

For healing we don’t use water.

a) We rub with no water, we want to release it out.
b) When using water we are collecting and saving, collecting and save. When we want to release it we open the hand to release it out.

If you look at your right hand Codes

1. **5 Fingers**: 4 Caliphs + 1 Rasul, 4 Ahl Bayt + 1 Rasul, when Love Rasul more than yourself His Hand is over Your Hand. Then Hand of Allah is over their hands (48:10)

2. **3 lines each finger x 5=15, 15th is The full Moon at perfection, representing the Muhammad Reality.**

3. **See The 1 and eight 8.**: This is more advanced numerology. The largest set of numbers are between 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8-9 there is no larger single digit number than these numbers.
   For example 12 is only using the 1 & 2 it is taking from any one of the 9 digits and making a number so the Largest is 9.
   All creation is within a numeric code. Creation is in Circle described as : Huwa Awwal 1, Huwa Akhira, 9.
   All creation is between 1-9. So, 1 thru 8 are supporters of the Kingdom and 9 is the King.
   That is why Power of 9 is so important.

   For instance, take the number 21, reverse the digits and you have 12; subtract 12 from 21 and the remainder is 9.
   Take 63, reverse the digits, and subtract 36 from 63; you have 27, a multiple of 9, and 2 + 7 = 9.
   Once more, the number 13 is the reverse of 31; the difference between these numbers is 18, or twice 9.

   There are exactly 9 planets in our solar system. Our planet is the 3rd from the sun which is the square of 9.
   The average duration of a human pregnancy
That explains The meaning of the nine points

The teaching that they brought from Central Asia, from Naqshbandi people, which I explained one time. They use this linear, but in fact it is a circle. They have nine bullet points that consist of the whole system, the whole body. When you rub the fingers you are activating the 99 beautiful names of Allah.

99

99th Ism Allah Al- Sabur - Patient One
Rasul 99th Name is Mustafa - Divinely

Holy Quran Tauba 9:14
(9 Power 14=1+4=5)

They use these 9 points in the Enneagram.
Elected
Two hands Together Asking Al-Sabur by the
Greatness of Sayedena Muhammad al
Mustafa you are unlocking endless
blessings in the hands

b) By activating them you are activating
the 9 points that are on your body.
c) And when you activate them, as if the
receiver is now on, energy is going in, it
begins to work to be able to receive,
digitize it and release it out as a picture and
as a sound, as we are seeing today.
d) Similarly, the hands that are circles,
that is why when we rub them and open
them, they begin to act as circles over each
other, taking all whatever energy coming
they are managing.

9 is Complete Submission

99 names, in numerology 9 is equal to zero.
a) 9 all of them end up in 9 if you add them.
b) 9 in numerological terms equals zero, you don't add this
number.
c) This number doesn't exist anymore. It means submission,
complete submission, when you activate that energy you are under
that energy's submission, submitting to that heavenly energy that is
coming.
d) You are no longer seeing yourself acting but that energy is
acting, you become zero. Like going in a plane or train or car. The car
submits to the persons driving it. Similarly the train submits to the
one driving it.

Power of 19

Holy Quran:74.30 over it are Nineteen.
All Creation is Quran, All Quran in Fatihah all Fatiha in BismiAllah Al-Rahman Al-Rahem
= 19 letters Arabic Huroof contain all creation.
Allah showing the first Binary code 1, thru 9 for creation.
Then Allah allowed creation to use Binary code of 1+9=10 hence 1,0.
All computing is an Binary codes.

When you rub and activate the nine, now you
pass the water, if you check, those who know
how to make wudu, not everyone knows to
intersect the fingers. Then you are activating the
10. The 10 and the nine, comes to 19.

Recently they found that every ayat in the Holy
Qur'an is on 19.
a) And that 19, "wa yahmilu arsh
arrahmani yawmadhin thamaaniyya." and eight will, that Day,
bear the Throne of thy Lord above them.[69:17]
b) And those holding hellfire are 19. Hell is energy, so that is the power of energy.

You need poison to heal poison – that is why they give antibiotics. That 19 is the number of angels responsible for hellfire. So you use that energy that comes from them, negative energy. By negative if you multiply you get positive. You heal sickness by fire that comes from hellfire. That energy when it comes out completely breaks down the poison that is in the system. That is how you activate the 19 together.

Again recap The 1 and 8 and the 8 and the 1. When Allah’s throne comes on judgment day. 8 angels are carrying it.

So what are they carrying – they are carrying the 1. The 8 is carrying the 1. Allah is showing us that in our hands. You are activating also the good energy. After releasing the good energy.

After you destroy the negative energy with negative energy you want to dress them with the 8 and the 1 with the good energy, the heavenly energy.

That paradise energy and dressing them with it. And that is why they feel now strong and they feel they are cured.

When you are activating the number nine, that is complete submission. Now you are letting your body submit to the cosmos energy that is coming. And that energy represents fiery energy. When you activate with the 10 you are activating the energy. That negative energy is not bad, it is the power of the negative one, you defeat enemy by enemy. The energy from sun is fire energy but at same time it is healing, useful energy. You use negative to heal negative to destroy it completely.

You leave nothing of the Bad then activate the 8 and the 1 for heavenly healing.
Hadith of the blind man

Detailed Explanation of Hands and Ablution